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WIRE | CABLE | ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES | VOICE & DATA

Purchasing sPecialist
Position Charter: Purchasing Specialist  

Purpose: Simcona Electronics provides a full range of cables and electromechanical products for Defense, Transportation, Energy, 
Medical and Data Products including structured cabling, voice & data, and other communication switching / data collection 
applications. 

This position is accountable for managing all aspects of the product lines to which they are assigned.  The Purchasing Specialist 
obtains requirements by verifying, preparing, and forwarding purchase orders; verifies receipt of items; authorizes payment 
and engages in the day-to-day operations of the Purchasing Department.  The Purchasing Specialists are the primary interface 
between the manufacturers and Simcona Electronics.  Preparing and executing Purchase Orders in a timely and efficient manner 
on a day to day basis along with analyzing and maintaining adequate stock to satisfy current and future customer requirements.   

Qualified candidates will be based in the Greater Rochester area and will have at least a High School diploma with approximately 
2 years of Purchasing experience.  Candidates with knowledge of purchasing wire and cable commodities is a plus but not 
required.  The Purchasing Specialist candidate will be a self-starter and have the ability to work with minimal supervision; 
they must be able to work efficiently in a fast paced environment.  Qualified candidates will have excellent verbal and written 
communication skills along with being competent in using Microsoft Excel, Word, PowerPoint and Outlook.  Experience with Lean 
Supply Chain is a plus. 

Activities & Tasks
 » Customer and supplier satisfaction achieved as defined within 

departmental goals.
 » Maintain supplier literature and cross reference materials.

 » Compliant to and understanding of processes as defined by ISO9001 
standards. 

 » Maintain supplier information and pricing files in our system as received.

 » Department Goals set and achieved as defined within departmental goals.  » Collaborate with Sourcing Specialists and Team Leader in making 
recommendations regarding stocking levels to better support customers.

 » Supplier on-time and quality reports reviewed monthly.  » Invoice drop shipment invoices on the same day that they are received by 
accounting.

 » Comply with and promote corporate values.  » Reviews TY vs LY sales and purchases and inventory for assigned product 
lines.

 » Effective and timely communications with all departments.  » Participate in manufacturer trainings to enhance knowledge of products.

 » Initiate action to prevent the re-occurrence of any nonconformities 
relating to the products, process and quality system              

 » Place orders (including air-rush orders) with suppliers for lines assigned.

 » Initiate, recommend or provide solutions through designated channels.  » Complete required paperwork for import shipments.

 » Follow-up on PO acknowledgments for purchase orders placed within 24 
hours and releasing them in the system within 48 hours.

 » Enter PO acknowledgments into Web-Docs as received.

 » Expedite purchase order lines daily per expedite file.  » Obtain proof of deliveries from suppliers as required.

 » Manage invoices provided by accounting daily by comparing the invoices 
to the PO acknowledgments.

 » Send open order report to top suppliers on a weekly basis and populate 
changes if received by the suppliers.

 » Review CSE file daily and provide resolution to issues and provide RMA’s 
when requested. 

 » Implement computer changes to purchase orders regarding quantity 
increases and decreases, item additions and deletions, routing changes, 
ship to addresses and price changes.

 » Request Supplier Corrective Actions when required by our customers.  » Complete stock rotations (if available) for assigned lines.

 » Complete credits, debits, back-outs and re-bills.  » Use of Supplier’s websites for placing and expediting orders.


